Analysing motility parameters on fresh bull semen could help to predict resistance to freezing: a preliminary study.
Batches of straws often need to be thrown away after freezing because of a too few number of motile or progressive sperm cells after thawing. Our objective was to evaluate the possibility to predict before freezing the quality of the semen after freezing/thawing. Computer-Aided Sperm Analysis was performed on motility parameters both before and after freezing of 20 ejaculates from different bulls. Significant variation between bulls was observed both before and after freezing for all the analysed traits (anova2; p < 0.001): proportion of motile (%mot) and progressive (%prog) sperm, velocity on the curved line (VCL), velocity on the straight line (VSL), velocity on the average path (VAP), linearity (VSL/VCL), beat cross frequency and average orientation change of the head. Freezing significantly altered the motility parameters and correlations were found between samples analysed before and after freezing (Pearson coefficient: R = 0.43-0.72; p < 0.05). The mean VAP, VSL and the %prog obtained before freezing were highly correlated to the %mot and %prog observed after freezing (R = 0.75-0.82; p < 0.001). Applying thresholds on mean VAP and VSL values allowed us to predict respectively 6 and 7 of nine batches that would be rejected after freezing due to a too low %prog (<15%). Combining different traits did not add to the precision. In conclusion, analysis of velocity traits on fresh sperm seems more efficient than analysis of %mot or %prog to discard batches that will be of poor quality after freezing.